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Most Canadians are in favor of limits on immigration into the country each year...
PTI tsunami has not receded, says Imran
PESHAWAR: The Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)
chief Imran Khan on Sunday criticised the Punjab
government for the violence against Christians
and said the Badami Bagh incident could have
been avoided, had it brought the culprits of the
Gojra riots to justice. “The violence against
Christians in Badami Bagh should shame the
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Punjab government,” he said while addressing a
massive rally here.According to a news agency,
Imran Khan said if the Punjab government did not
make seat adjustments with banned outfits then
terrorists could be arrested. “They (the PML-N)
only care about ‘the chair’, whatever comes along,
they do not care,” the PTI chief said.Imran insisted
that the “tsunami” had not receded and would
soon blind the opponents who were under the
illusion that it had weakened. He said the PTI
decided to hold intra-party elections as it was
necessary to bring about a change within the party
before venturing for a change in the country.“If you
cannot bring about a change in your party, how
can you bring about a change in the country,”
Imran asked.He took pride that the PTI had now
become the “only democratic party” in the country
that would defeat all parties that revolved around
families.“All others are family limited parties that
will not be able to compete with the PTI,” he said
as workers waved party flags. Imran said leaders
of the main political parties in Pakistan had been
promoting their children as leaders of their
respective parties, denying potential leaders the
opportunity to develop into leaders.He added that
‘Bhutto’ was added to the name of Bilawal Zardari
to impose him on the PPP. “Bhutto and Sharif are
the prerequisites for becoming leaders in
Pakistan,” he said. “If you elect my son as party
leader, I will quit the party,” he said, leading the
crowd to erupt in cheers.The PTI chief said due to
the dynastic system, the main political parties had
failed to produce leaders during the last 25 years.
He added that his party had elected poor and
young people as leaders who would provide “real
leadership” to the people. Imran said the PTI had
set a new example by electing leaders from the
grassroots to the top.

Zardari announces Rs500,000 for victims

KARACHI: Governor Punjab Makhdoom Syed
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Ahmed Mahmood on Sunday called on President
Asif Ali Zardari at Bilawal House here and briefed
him in detail about the Badami Bagh incident.
Spokesperson to the President Senator
Farhatullah Babar said that the governor Punjab
was especially called by the president to inquire
about the unfortunate incident where a mob
vandalised the houses of Christians. He said the
president advised the prime minister to provide
compensation of Rs500,000 to the affected
families each from the federal government.He
advised the governor to personally monitor the
relief and rehabilitation of the affected people and
also to keep him informed, on a regular basis,
about the progress into the investigations of the
incident.The president said that protection of the
non-Muslim citizens was the duty of the
government as that of the protection of Muslim
citizens. He said that no effort should be spared in
safeguarding the rights of non-Muslim
communities as equal citizens of the state.He also
directed that those involved in the act of vandalism
should be brought to justice and the protection and
security of the Christian community be
ensured.The president appealed to the religious
leaders of the country to help the government in
bringing to justice all those elements who misuse
the name of the religion for their vested interests
and feel no qualms in attacking the vulnerable
sections of society. He said that inter-faith
harmony was essential for peace and security the
country and no one would be allowed to take the
law into his own hands on any pretext.

Karzai says US, Taliban have revived
reconciliation talks in Qatar
KABUL: The Afghan Taliban and the United States
have been holding talks in Qatar, Afghan
President Hamid Karzai said on Sunday, but the
militant group and Washington denied they had

resumed dialogue.The Taliban suspended the
talks one year ago, blaming “shaky, erratic and
vague” US statements.“Senior leaders of the
Taliban and the Americans are engaged in talks in
the Gulf state on a daily basis,” Karzai told a
gathering to mark the International Women’s
Day.The US government has said it remained
committed to political reconciliation involving talks
with the Taliban but progress would require
agreement between the Afghan government and
the insurgents.“This is simply incorrect,” said a US
official, who declined to be identified, when asked
about Karzai’s remarks. “We continue to support
an Afghan-led process of political reconciliation.”
The Taliban spokesman in Afghanistan,
Zabihullah Mujahid, also denied that negotiations
with the United States had resumed and said no
progress had been made since they were
suspended.“The Taliban strongly rejects Karzai’s
comments,” he said.The Kabul government has
been pushing hard to get the Taliban to the
negotiating table before most US-led Nato combat
troops withdraw by the end of 2014.
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Lahore becomes battlefield as police push
protesters back
LAHORE: Christians staged protest demonstrations
and rallies in cities around the country, including Lahore
and Karachi, on Sunday to condemn the mob that
torched more than 175 Christian houses in Joseph
Colony in the Badami Bagh area following allegations of

blasphemy.Skirmishes between police and Christian
demonstrators in Nishtar Colony Lahore continued
throughout the day on Sunday. The protesters gathered
as flash mobs across the main Ferozpur Road and the
side streets to show their anger against the incident.
They were asked to disperse peacefully by a heavy
contingent of police in the morning, but they stayed put.
The police then tried to push them to Yuhunabad, upon
which they dispersed.However, the abrupt appearance
of protesters near the Metro Bus Station baffled the
police. The bus service was suspended temporarily.
They blocked the Ferozpur Road, burnt tyres and
smashed windowpanes of the bus station. They raised
slogans against the Lahore police and the culprits
involved in the Badami Bagh incident. They pelted the
police with stones. The police lobbed tear-gas shells
and resorted to baton-charge to disperse the mob.
Several policemen and protesters received injuries in
the clashes. The police arrested at least 27 persons on
the charges of creating law and order situation,
damaging public and private property, blocking roads,
and on other charges.The Christians also staged a
protest demonstration on Ghausul Azam Road, blocked
traffic and chanted slogans against the police, Punjab
government and the attackers. Another demonstration
was staged in front of the Punjab Assembly. A heavy
contingent of police were deployed at The Mall to meet
any untoward incident. Yet another demonstration was
held at Shimla Hill, where protesters carrying banners
chanted slogans against the attackers.The affectees of
Joseph Colony vented their anger as Punjab Chief
Minister Shahbaz Sharif did not listen to their
grievances during his short visit to the affected area.
The protesters demanded the government register a
case against those who had defiled Bibles.
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according to the Iraqi defence ministry.

Ministry and Wapda clarify blackout report
ISLAMABAD: The Ministry of Water and Power and
Wapda on Sunday denied that an enquiry had found
that the Feb. 24 countrywide blackout was caused by
Ghazi Barotha failure.Reacting to The News report of
March 9, 2013 carrying the findings of the enquiry
committee about the total collapse of the system, the

clarification said the enquiry committee had not yet
submitted its final report, whereas the interim report was
a fact-finding report carrying no such conclusion.The
ministry’s spokesman also denied the blame in the
report regarding the influence used on the enquiry by
chairman WAPDA and underlined that the enquiry
committee, headed by Member Power, had been
constituted by the Ministry of Water and Power and it
was liable to submit its report to the ministry. The
committee is carrying out its investigations
independently.Meanwhile, in its clarification Wapda
said the enquiry committee looking into the collapse of
system had already submitted an interim report directly
to the secretary water & power on March 8. Therefore,
chairman WAPDA has no involvement in this regard;
thus influencing the enquiry proceedings is totally out of
question and is categorically denied.The enquiry
committee, which is in the process of investigating the
causes of power breakdown in its final report, would be
in a better position to draw the final conclusion taking
into account all technical aspects of the power system
and until then outright conclusion portrayed by the
newspaper is totally misleading.

elected pope for the first time and insists that a
candidate’s birthplace should not be a major factor.
“For me it’s not important what continent he comes
from,” he told the Catholic News Service. “We want a
person who is most suitable for this assignment and
most suitable for the very great responsibility, the one to
whom the Holy Spirit guides us.”

BNP to uphold political situation abroad
DHAKA: Main opposition BNP is set to uphold country’s
ongoing political situation of the country before foreign
diplomats in Bangladesh at their respective mission.
The party will host a dinner for the foreigners at a city
hotel at Gulshan on Tuesday or Wednesday to explain
the current situation of the country.Competent sources
said BNP acting secretary general Mirza Fakhrul Islam
Alamgir started making contacts with diplomats of
different countries and head of missions.The opposition
party will highlight country’s ongoing political situation,
activities of the governments over the situation.They
also will raise allegation of ‘genocide’ against the
government.Besides, a written statement on various
issues including description of attacks on temple of
minorities would also be provided with clippings of
different newspapers’ reports.Apart from that, the party
will place allegations on cases filed against opposition
leaders, obstruction in meeting-rally, interference in
democratic rights and harassment by police.

Magnotta to appear in court Monday for
preliminary hearing
MONTREAL—It's a case that drew international headlines
and launched the biggest manhunt in Montreal police
history. On Monday, a preliminary hearing is set to begin for
Luka Magnotta, charged with the murder and

India, Asia’s unlikely powerbroker in papal vote
PANAJI, India: India’s Catholics may account for less
than two per cent of the country’s population but they
will be Asia’s most powerful voice in the election to
choose a new pope.Five of the nine Asian cardinals who

Qaeda claims killing of 48 Syrian soldiers in Iraq
BAGHDAD: Al-Qaeda's Iraqi front group claimed an
attack on a convoy in west Iraq that killed 48 Syrian
soldiers and nine Iraqi guards, in a statement posted on

dismemberment of Lin Jun.The first order of business will
be a request from the accused to have the public and
media banned from the courtroom.It began with a
gruesome discovery in Cote-des-Neiges last May: A torso
found stuffed into a suitcase. Then body parts started
arriving in the mail, including at Conservative headquarters
in Ottawa. It ended with a human head found in Angrignon
Park. All were the remains of Concordia student Jun.The
man accused of his murder, Luka Rocco Magnotta, was
arrested in Berlin at an internet café on June 4, 2012 after
someone recognized him.It's a case filled with gruesome
details, but Linda Kay, the chair of Concordia's journalism
department, said media coverage remains an important
part of Magnotta’s story.

Most Canadians in favor of limits on immigration:
poll

jihadist forums on Monday.The soldiers had entered
Iraq for medical treatment and were being transported
through the western province of Anbar on their way back
to Syria when the attack took place on March 4,

have the right to vote at the upcoming papal enclave hail
from India, an overwhelmingly Hindu nation where
Catholics are also outnumbered by Muslims and
Sikhs.Only Italy, the United States and Germany will be
represented by more cardinal electors when they meet
in Vatican City. But with around 17 million practicising
Catholics, India is home to the Church’s second largest
community in Asia after the Philippines.Like elsewhere
on the continent, Indian Catholics would love to see an
Asian take over from Benedict XVI, with Luis Antonio
Tagle, the archbishop of Manila, the name most often
mentioned by Vatican observers. Oswald Gracias, the
archbishop of Mumbai who is one of the five Indian
cardinals, has expressed doubt that an Asian will be

Most Canadians are in favor of restrictions on the
number of qualified immigrants accepted into the
country each year, a new poll suggests.A survey
conducted by Forum Research for the National Post
found that 70% of the 1,755 Canadian adults polled
supported limits, and most Canadians who were born in
another country (58%) agreed. Among those whose
parents were not born in Canada, 66% were in support
of limiting the number of qualified immigrants over
admitting all prospective qualified newcomers, the poll
showed.Roderic Beaujot, a professor emeritus of
sociology at Western University whose research looked
at population and immigration, says he was surprised
that there was agreement between the various groups.
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“It’s interesting that the attitudes are not too different…
To me, this is a very realistic thing.“Immigrants would
know that it would be difficult for Canada to admit all

qualified immigrants,” he said.Support for immigration
limits was steady across the provinces and across party
lines, with a range of between 64% and 77% among all
regions and political affiliations, the Forum Poll
showed.The poll also showed that 60% of Canadians
say that immigrants should be able to hold dual
nationality, and 81% were in favour of allowing
immigrants to bring their spouse and dependent
children along with them.

ordered an inquiry by a metropolitan magistrate.

President to confer Sitara-i-Imtiaz on Sarmad Ali
KARACHI: President Asif Ali Zardari, on the advice of
Prime Minister Raja Pervaiz Ashraf, has approved the
conferment of Sitara-i-Imtiaz on Sarmad Ali, Managing
Director Marketing of the Jang Media Group and
President of the All Pakistan Newspapers Society
(APNS).Ali has over 25 years of experience in
marketing, advertising and media management. He has
served thrice as the president of the Marketing
Association of Pakistan. He is also the president of the
International Advertising Association’s Pakistan
Chapter and serves on IAA’s global Board of Directors.
He is a board member of the Management Association
of Pakistan and is a member of FPCCI Standing
Committee on Advertising. The award will be conferred
upon him in recognition of his services for the
development and further promotion of the newspaper
industry, said the presidential spokesperson Senator
Farhatullah Babar.

Gujarat plans to install ATMs in police stations
AHMEDABAD, India: The 1,200-odd police stations in
Gujarat will soon have automated teller machines
(ATMs) of different banks on their premises.The

Victims of sex abuse by priests protest in
Montreal

Pak-Iran gas project kicks off despite US threats

They say now is the time for Cardinal Marc Ouellet to
address the problemSeveral dozen people who say
they were sexually abused by members of Quebec’s
Catholic church gathered today on the steps of StViateur church.They were protesting against what they

see as a lack of action in addressing sexual abuse in the
church.Some protesters wore white paper hats
mimicking bishops' mitres that read “Vote for
Monseigneur Ouellet.”They’re hoping Cardinal Marc
Ouellet’s position as a possible candidate for Pope will
shed some international light on their pending cases
against the church.Carlo Tarini, a spokesman for the
Quebec Association of Victims of Priests, was at the
Outremont church.If Ouellet is elected Pope, he said,
“1.2 billion Catholics across the world will know what
has gone on in Quebec.”Some of the people at the
demonstration said they had pending cases against
members of the Catholic church.

Reserve Bank of India has approved the state
government’s proposal to this effect after a spate of ATM
thefts were reported in Ahmedabad and other cities.
The idea was mooted by officials of the home
department during their recent meeting with regional
RBI officials for discussing steps to make ATMs theftproof.While the police station will offer space in a corner
for the ATM, banks will have to arrange for security
guards, closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras,
furniture and water-coolers, among other facilities.
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CHABAHAR, Iran: Rejecting threats from the United
States and the expected diplomatic crisis in relations
with Washington, Pakistan on Monday pushed ahead
with a pipeline to bring natural gas from Iran, as the both
the neighbouring countries formally launched the longawaited $7.5 billion gas pipeline project aimed at
addressing the energy crisis in Pakistan.President Asif
Ali Zardari and his Iranian counterpart Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad officially inaugurated the construction of
the Iran-Pakistan (IP) gas pipeline project at a
ceremony held at Gabd zero point on the border from

Emirates-Pakistan, Geo to work for revival of
cinema in country
KARACHI: Geo has once again fulfilled its promises. In
2012, when the Emirates Airlines-sponsored super hit
film “London, Paris, New York” was released, Geo had
made a promise to viewers of the film that air tickets for
London, Paris and New York on the Emirates Airlines
will be presented as gift to those lucky persons who are

Delhi gang-rape case: Accused Ram Singh
commits suicide in Tihar; family says he was
murdered
NEW DELHI: In a sensational twist in the gruesome
Delhi gang rape-cum-murder case, one of the accused
Ram Singh allegedly committed suicide in a highsecurity cell in Tihar Jail early on Monday morning,
raising questions over monitoring of undertrials.
Significantly 33-year-old Ram Singh, who has a slight
deformity in his right hand after an accident, hanged
himself from the grill of his cell in jail No.3 using his
clothes, jail officials said.The news of his death
immediately triggered demands from his lawyers and
family for a CBI probe. They alleged that he was
murdered inside the jail and refused to believe that he
could have committed suicide.Since it was a death
under suspicious circumstances, Delhi government

sponsors for this big success and we pledge to play our
role in the future too.”Saleem Lalani said that they gave
an opportunity to people to join the draw by viewing the
film. “We received thousands of coupons from all over
the country. The lucky persons who will be selected
through a draw will be presented three air tickets each
for the three cities.” He said that in addition to patrons
they are equally thankful to the sponsors for the
unprecedented success of the film.Kamran Niazi of
Emirates Pakistan said that they were extremely
pleased with their partnership with Geo. He added that
the name of the film is so enchanting that during the
promotion of the movie we felt as if we were promoting
these three most beautiful cities of the world. The good
thing is that the film met with success and we hope to
continue our cooperation with Geo Films for the revival
of films in Pakistan.On the occasion, names of nine
lucky persons chosen through a draw were announced.
In all, there were nine tickets-three for London, three for
Paris and three for New York.It would be worthwhile to
state that in the romantic comedy ‘London, Paris, New
York’ released under the banner of Geo Films in 2012,
the lead roles were played by celebrated singer Ali Zafar
and Aditi Rao Hydari . The story was written by Annu
Menon who also directed the film. Besides playing the
lead role, Ali Zafar has also composed music for the film.

selected in a draw to be made out of all the tickets of the
film sold at cinema houses and multiplexes.This dream
came true on 11 March 2013. The draw was held in
Karachi. The ceremony was attended by Imran Aslam,
Zaheer-ud-din Khan, Naseem Ahmad, Saleem Lalani
from Geo and Kamran Niazi, Iftikhar Cheema and
Freddy Sidhwa of Emirates Pakistan.Imran Aslam of
Geo TV said, “The revival of cinema is our aim. For this
purpose we promoted ‘London, Paris, NewYork’ and the
venture met with great success. We are grateful to the

where the Pakistani section of the pipeline starts.Both
the heads of state expressed strong resolve to carry out
the project, as they believed that it will not only help
boost the economies of both the countries but also bring
prosperity to the entire region.The US and some other
countries tried tooth and nail to stop the pipeline project,
but failed. The project will cost Pakistan $1.5 billion.At
the inauguration ceremony, both the presidents looked
cheerful and reiterated not to bow before any pressure
and threats.Both the presidents, while inaugurating the
groundbreaking work on the 781 kilometres long
pipeline on the Pakistani side of the border, reiterated
that the project must go ahead despite the threats from
the world powers.Prior to the ceremony, both the
presidents said the project would promote “peace,
security and progress” in Iran, Pakistan as well as other
regional states and will help enhance the economic,
political and security ties between both the countries.
President Zardari said the pipeline project was not
against any country, rather it was in the national
interests of Pakistan, Iran and other countries in the
region. The president said that Pakistan cannot change
its neighbours. By promoting regional integration, the
president said, the countries in the region will be better
placed to fight terrorism and extremism. “In order to help
ourselves we’ve got to be economically sound,” he told
the gathering.
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Winter’s out, lawn’s in season. People mostly like the
lawn dresses which represent the latest fashion trends.
Pakistani Lawn Dresses are famous in all over the
world. There are different types and designs of lawn,
having different rates in market.So, let’s have a look on
most in brands.

Deepak Perwani :
Deepak Perwani the famous and talented fashion
designer is now working for Orient Textile Mills which
was established in 2000 and since then they are doing
excellent job in fashion. Deepak always surprise his
customer with something different and wonderful that
differentiates him from other designers. Deepak
Perwani in collaboration with Orient Textile finally
launched his latest Spring Summer collection 2013 for
women. This Deepak Perwani Lawn Collection of turf
composed of simply printed lawn without motifs, border
work, without embroidery work and Chiffon Dupattas.

Gul Ahmad:
Lots of textile firms are contributing in this marathon of
success in their own specialized lines. Gul Ahmed
Collection especially Gul Ahmed cotton fabric has
number of fans.Gul Ahmad Lawn Dresses have great
and deep history inside it. Everyone accepted that when
we talk about lawn Dresses we always admit that Gul
Ahmad lawn is almost at top of Lawn Quality. There is no
doubt that world largest selling lawn is Gul Ahmad.
There outstanding Quality and New and creative
Designs and Colors has Completely Captured the
market.Gul Ahmed launched its exclusive collection of
summer and winter season dresses every year with
elegant trendy designs.Similarly this year Gul Ahmed
has launched its brand new mid-summer
collection2012-2013 which is consist on lawn dresses
ready to wear and stitched dresses for women with
elegance. This fabulous Gul Ahmed midsummer
collection 2012-13 has stylish and marvelously
designed dresses having a wide range of colors and
patterns.These include Chantilly de Chiffon, De
Collection, printed chiffon, cotton silk, digital silk,
embroidered cambric, printed cambric, Fleur de
Chiffon,Embroidered Karandi.

AL-KARAM:
Al Karam Textiles is a very old and reputed textile
company in Pakistan. It offers fabrics for men and
women. The company offers ready to wear clothes and
home textiles also. It is a household name as far as
fashion fabrics are concerned. All of the products of Al
Karam Textiles are of great quality. The collections of Al
Karam Textiles are therefore looked forward to by many
people. The company has its own outlets in different
places in Pakistan. Apart from that, the fabrics of Al
Karam Textiles are available through different fabric
shops in Pakistan and the web-based shop of Al Karam
Textiles.Keeping the tradition alive, recently Al Karam
Studios has launched its brand new stunning Spring
Lawn Collection 2013 For Women. The title of Al
Karam’s new lawn collection 2013 is Allure premium
lawn collection 2013. It is eagerly anticipated by
umpteen women in the region. Denote of Al Karam lawn
assemblage 2013 is Become /Summer Vol-01 2013.
Dresses are adorned with eye catching floral & lovely
prints. It includes lawn suits with shirt, trousers and
dupattas. The dupattas are prefabricated of fabric or
chiffon. Most of the shalwars are plain dyed and made of

cambric. Extras equivalent embroidered bunches,
borders and panels are also provided with numerous of
the suits.The Allure premium lawn collection 2013 is
really a stunning colorful designer lawn with fresh prints
& textures for women.
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Bridal Beauty: Head-to-Toe Prep Guide
Wedding-day beauty shouldn't begin on the day-of while
you're sitting in the stylist's chair. Start now to ensure
you look your bridal best.

Hair
Great bridal locks require a little love and devotion. We
all know that washing, blow-drying, and heat-styling on
a daily basis makes for a messy head, full of split ends
and "wispies" (those little broken pieces of hair that stick
up from your scalp). Start repairing from the inside out.
Experts believe that a diet filled with Vitamin B helps
bring out your hair's natural shine (dull hair is actually a
symptom of a Vitamin B deficiency). Foods like fish,
nuts, and eggs will give you a good head start. On the
outside, an invigorating scalp massage and deep
conditioning treatment (about 4 weeks prior to the
event) not only feels good, but stimulates the hair
follicles and adds body. FYI Despite what many bottles
claim, there is no way to repair damaged ends -- once
your hair breaks, get a trim.
Face
When it comes to the best way to care for your face,
there are many schools of thought but here are a few
good pointers for common issues A dermatologist can
help those fighting a losing
acne battle, by prescribing
topical creams and oral
pills, or administering facial
peels to knock out bacteria
and oils. Start seeing a
derm six months before the
wedding-your skin will need
to adjust to a new regimen,
and your body to any new
medications. If you're
looking to bring a dull
complexion to life, an
aesthetician at your local
spa can provide a series of facials that clear
blackheads, slough off dead skin cells, and improve
circulation. (Start these visitations six months prior as
well-and don't dare get a facial within ten days of your
wedding.) But the real secret to great skin? Water. Drink
tons of H2O before and on your wedding day to make
your face look dewy and radiant.
Eyes
Dark circles and puffiness are common bride-to-be
afflictions (all those late nights pouring over the seating
chart is bound to take a toll, after all). Since the skin
around your eyes is particularly sensitive, be gentle take
off eye makeup with a water-soluble remover (don't
scrub), and keep rubbing to a minimum. A nightly
application of eye cream, in combination with adequate
sleep, will improve the appearance of dark circles and a
cool compress once or twice a week (or as needed)
helps keep puffiness at bay. During the days before the
wedding, steer clear of too much salty food, which can
cause eyes to look swollen.
Lips
For that all-important kiss at the end of the ceremony,
you'll want your lips to be in the best possible shape. A
Vitamin E stick (sold at pharmacies and health food
stores) can combat cracks and creases that weather
and nervous lip biting can cause. You should also
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exfoliate your lips at least once a week, to clear away
dead skin Wet a toothbrush with warm water and brush
lips with a gentle back-and-forth motion. Finally, protect
your kisser with sunscreen, as the sun can leave lips
looking -- and feeling -- parched.
Neck and Decollete
Since your gown no doubt shows off a little (or a lot!) of
neck and decollete, start taking care of this overlooked
region as soon as you can. Think of it as an extension of
the skin on your face -- but remember that this fragile
skin is thinner, has fewer oil glands than the rest of the
body, and requires special care to keep it supple and
smooth. Exfoliate it with a gentle face scrub every other
day, apply a light moisturizer daily, and use sunscreen
when heading out in a chest-baring top.
Body
You can get your body in shape without lifting a weight or
walking a mile (though both will help relieve stress and
whittle away at the inches). From the inside, a daily
multivitamin can work wonders on a range of ills -- from
digestive issues to sleeping problems to frayed nerves.
Vitamins are also up your energy factor, making
wedding planning easier. On the outside, exfoliation is
the name of the game, because it makes skin feel softer
and more toned (no gym required!). Use an exfoliator
each day, whether in the form of a loofah or a body
scrub.
Feet
Sure you'll probably treat yourself to a pedicure before
the big day, but you should indulge your feet in sweet
treatments in the months leading up to the wedding.
Good foot care starts with a little tough love use a
pumice stone or foot rasp daily to scrub away dry,
cracked skin on heels and toes. Note that feet should be
damp, not completely wet -- a sopping foot is too
slippery to be properly exfoliated. Then treat your feet
while you sleep slather on a thick moisturizer and slip
into a pair of socks, which will retain body heat and help
seal in moisture overnight. An added bonus to these
measures well-moisturized, cared-for feet are less likely
to blister in uncomfortable shoes.

texture throughout.
Long & Loose
What better counterpoint to a sexy strapless gown than
gorgeously lush locks? Glamorous rolling waves like
these have a movie-star allure that befi ts your moment
in the bridal spotlight. Ensure picture-perfect results
with Herbal Essences Tousle Me Softly Flexible Hold
Hair Spray.
Soft Updos
The loose, slightly undone updo is the perfect choice for
the bride who wants something formal but not too prim
and precious. Keys to success: light backcombing at the
crown for fullness, a styler like John Frieda Luxurious
Volume Blow-Dry Lotion Root Booster to amp up the
volume at the roots.
At The Nape
The low chignon is having a major moment, and with
good reason: feminine and fuss-free, it’s a style that
works with every hair texture. For a light-hold finish, try
Fekkai Coiff Sheer Hold Hairspray.
Sleek & Chic
Wear your hair in a neat knot, and you’ll be free from
stressing over the style going fl t, frizzy or out of control.
Sleek and almost minimal, tight clean updos provide the
perfect foundation for high-drama veils or fanciful
headpieces. This is the time to consider a shineenhancing potion like René Furterer Vegetal Styling
Glossing Spray.

Makeup Ideas for Your Skin Tone
Whether you're a fair lady or bronzed beauty, we've got
the perfect products.

Best Wedding Hairstyles
Searching for the perfect 'do for your big day?Get
inspired by these gorgeous styles that will leave any
bride tressed to impress! From bohemian loose waves
to chic updos, the season's best hair trends are
decidedly soft and pretty.

Beachy Hair
Laidback surfer-girl locks may appear effortless, but
they actually take some doing: the look begins with
healthy, shiny hair, so start deep conditioning a few
months before. Day-of, a few hits of texturizing spray
(like Bumble & Bumble Surf Spray) will give you that
piece-y effect.
Textured Waves
Wildy romantic, bohemian waves add an angelic edge
to any style, whether you choose to wear it up, down or
somewhere in between. A mousse like Tresemmé 24
Hour Body Foaming Mousse ensures perfectly defined

Peachy Keen
A glistening copper tone on the eye and a warm apricot
blush is the ideal match for the fair-skinned, blushing
bride. On the lips, a splash of luscious rosy color will
create that perfect pout.
Tip: Dust a peach-toned blush from apples to temples to
enliven a fair complexion and create definition.
Orange Crush
Play up almond-shaped eyes by filling in sparse brows
— creating more dramatic arches. For a juicy gingersnap grin, add a swipe of orange-toned lip color that will
withstand the test of time.
Tip: For vibrancy and staying power with a bright lip,
apply foundation, then add the lip color.
Sparkle & Shine
Set off the smoke alarms with a shimmery black eye
shadow. Add a sweep of silver glitter along the lash line
for some serious eye candy. Keep the lips simple with a
wash of flesh-toned gloss to offset the high drama of the
eyes.
Tip: Pair a dark shadow with a metallic glitter to add light
and sparkle that’s bridal-beautiful.
Eye Do
For the olive-skinned beauty who is on a quest to find
that fabulous feline gaze, look no further! A bold liquid
liner is just the sultry solution to set your sights on.
Incorporating a berry-hued blush and lipstick into your
big-day look will pack a powerful pop of color.
Tip: Cat eye criteria: Liner should be thin at the inner
corners and thickest at the outer edges.
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Sync-Potpourri
What to Consider Before Buying Your Wedding
Dress Online
The online wedding gown purchase — many will think it
a risky decision. You can't try it on, you can't feel the
fabric, and you can't see how it moves. Despite this,

more and more brides are finding the idea appealing
and are turning to the Internet in increasing numbers to
buy their wedding dresses. Perhaps there's not enough
variety in your local salon. Maybe you don't want to deal
with pushy salespeople. Or perhaps the deals are
simply better online. With such an important purchase,
here are some things to keep in mind when opting to
order your wedding dress online.
1. Know your body type
We all have different body shapes, so you should
always begin by knowing how your bust, waist, and hips
are in proportion with each other. That way, you can
easily eliminate silhouettes, necklines, and waistlines
that don't flatter your figure, no matter how pretty they
look on the model.
2. Go try dresses on
Head over to the bridal salon or any department store
and try on some gowns. Get a feel for what fabrics,
styles, colors, and embellishments flatter your body
type, height and skin tone. You'll find out if you are not
meant to wear a lace dress.
3. Review the fit guide and take your measurements
Each site and each designer uses a different set of
measurements, so grab a measuring tape and write
down your bust, hip, and waist measurements, which
you will use to identify your right size. Remember to
wear a bra similar to what you will be wearing on your
big day and stand naturally, with your heels together
and arms by your side. If you purchase a made-to-order
gown (either in a salon or online), you will still be
ordering according to the designer's standard sizing
policy, which is why, as a rule of thumb, you should order
a size up and then alter the dress to fit you perfectly.
4. Understand your fabrics
Certain fabrics are stretchy, allowing you to order your
dress according to your bust size. Some are unforgiving
and show off every curve. Others are stiffer and make a
swishing sound as you walk. Do make sure you
understand what type of fabric you'll be working with —
it's not enough to rely on the photo. If you're ordering a
dress from Idojour, we'll happily send you a swatch (or
two or three) of fabric so you can see the color, quality,
and feel material up close.
5. Read the descriptions carefully
There are a lot of inexpensive gowns and knockoffs out
there that may look great in the photos online, but when
you receive the dress, you'll be disappointed by the lack
of quality. Satin gowns, for example, are lightweight and
have a lovely sheen, but if they are not lined or cut
properly, the fabric will wrinkle easily and stick to the
body. Poorly-cut dresses will crinkle and snag at
inconvenient places. Be sure you have a clear
understanding of what fabrics are being used, how the
dress is lined, and where the gown is made.
6. Inquire about the length of the gown
If you have your measuring tape handy, as well as your
wedding day shoes, you can easily calculate how long
you want your dress to be (from your natural waist to the
floor). Most gowns will allow extra length so that they
can be hemmed to your exact measurements.
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However, you should always double-check, especially if
you are taller than 5'9".
7. Take advantage of customization options
Want an ivory dress instead of pure white? A longer
train? Straps? Need a plus-size dress? These options
are often available to you when you choose a made-toorder dress online. Keep in mind, however, that you
might be charged for some of the extras. If you are
purchasing a ready-to-wear gown online, your options
are much more limited.
8. Review the shipping, cancellation and return
policy
Some dresses ship immediately. Others will take
several months to ship. Some sites will allow you to
return the dress if you're not satisfied with how it fits.
Many sites will charge a restocking fee, which is a
common practice. And others, especially those offering
made to order gowns, will not accept returns. Make sure

you know what their policy when it comes to canceling
your dress order and/or returning it.
9. Call up customer service
A reputable site will make themselves accessible,
helpful, and responsive. Don't hesitate to reach out with
any and all questions on fit, style advice, personal
information security, options and general guidance. If
you can't find contact information, consider it a red flag.
10. Find a tailor you trust
Chances are, you'll need to make some tweaks to your
gown to make sure it fits you like a glove on your big day.
It's important that someone experienced, reputable and
capable takes on that task.
Best of luck in your quest to find that perfect gown —
whether it be at a salon, a department store, or around
the interwebs. And if you are searching for something a
bit more modern, unique and exquisitely made, do visit
Idojour's online bridal boutique, where we have lots of
gorgeous gowns, accessories, jewelry, and plenty of
bridal inspiration. We offer free shipping, free fabric
swatches, and $100 to spend in our jewelry and
accessories store with gown purchase. And we're
always available to answer any questions you might
have, any time.

10 Wedding Traditions from Around the World

It is a challenge to make your wedding unique amongst
all the weddings you and your friends will attend
together. One of the most fun and creative ways to make
your wedding stand out is to use a tradition from your
family background. The following are some customs
from around the world that you may be able to use to
make your special day a little different.
1. Wedding cakes in France were typically a Croque en
Bouche. They are pastry balls filled with cream and
stacked in a pyramid then drizzled in caramel. What a
great change from the traditional wedding cake.
2. The French may have started the “after party” as well.
Cheverie is the tradition of guests clanking pots and
making noise in front of the honeymoon suite.
Traditionally the groom invites the rowdy guests in the
room for some snacks and drinks. The noisier part of
this tradition might not go over very well if the
honeymoon suite is in a crowded hotel or bed and
breakfast, but if you plan to spend the night at home,
invite your friends back for a while.
3. Candied almonds are traditionally served at Italian
weddings. The bitterness of the almond and the
sweetness of the candy is said to remind everyone that
marriage is for better and for worse. Life is bitter and
sweet.
4. Another fun Italian tradition is to cut up the groom’s tie
and auction the pieces off for money. The cash is then
given to the bride and groom to use on their
honeymoon.
5.Traditional Japanese weddings include the
ceremonial drinking of sake. The bride and groom drink
nine cups of sake which symbolizes the bonding of the
couple. Family and guests also drink sake to reaffirm
the bond.
6.Traditionally Indian brides are decorated with henna
prior to the wedding ceremony. At some wedding
celebrations Mehndi artists are hired to decorate the
hands and feet of wedding guests to wish the new bride
happiness and luck in her future.

7. At the end of a Jewish wedding ceremony, the groom
steps on a glass and breaks it. This custom has a couple
of explanations. One states that the noise will scare
away evil spirits, the other states that the couple will stay
married as long as it takes to reassemble the glass.
8. Having a piper lead the processional and recessional
is a great way to incorporate Celtic tradition into your
wedding. Hiring a ceileigh band for the cocktail hour or
party is another great way to add Celtic flavor.
9. At a Russian wedding, a friend of the couple gives a
toast at the beginning of the reception. All of the guests
are to drink the champagne and throw the glasses to the
floor. If the glass breaks when it hits, it is considered
good luck for the bride and groom. Again, this is a
tradition that works best at home rather than in a public
reception facility.
10.Jumping the Broom has become a very popular
African tradition at weddings. Slaves could not legally
marry, so to symbolize a bond between husband and
wife, the couple would jump a broom to start their new
beginning together.This is just a small selection of ways
to incorporate ethnic traditions into your wedding. The
Internet is a valuable resource to find all kinds of
unusual ways to celebrate a wedding day. From
ceremony to dinner and dancing, there are thousands of
years worth of customs to try.
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The Birth of the Montreal Shaadi Show
On Sunday March 24th, 2013, the organizers of the
Montreal Shaadi Show will behosting the First Ever
Wedding Show in Montreal dedicated to the South Asian
Community, which consists of nationalities from 7
countries.Based largely on feedback and encouragement
from brides, grooms, engaged couples, families, friends,
and suppliers, the organizers of the Montreal Shaadi Show,
who alloffer various wedding related and entertainment
services, understood that there was ademand for a
wedding show in Montreal, dedicated to the South Asian
Community,and have worked diligently to organize and
present this show in Montreal.We wanted to ensure from
the very beginning that this show encompasses the entire
South Asian communities, as this show ultimately is for
them.It was interesting to note that, despite regular and
successful South Asian wedding shows in Toronto and
Ottawa, no one took the opportunity to showcase such a
show in Montreal. The four organizers, who all at one point
entertained the thought of doing such a show, decided to
collaborate on such an event, and move forward.
The four organizers all have different backgrounds and
strengths, and it is these different strengths that have
allowed us to take on specific responsibilities and put on
this show.

The 4 organizers of the show are:
Girish Bansal
Jeetha Jesudasan
Pavan Magon
Harpaul (Paul) Singh
In January of this year, we nailed down all of the logistics,
and officially launchedthe announcement of our show on
January 28th. From the very beginning, the feedback and
response to the show has been tremendous.Quotes such
as “Finally! A Wedding Show for the South Asians in
Montreal”, and “Thank You for finally organizing such a
show” has been repeated again and again.As we get closer
to the show date of March 24th, the buzz, hype and
excitement regarding the show is only growing.
Over 50 vendor booths have been reserved, and represent
a wide array of vendors in all wedding-related categories:
• Fashion
• Catering
• Photography & Videography
• Beauty Hair & Make-Up
• Henna Artists
• Limo Companies
• Pastry Shops
• Décor and Staging / Mandaps
• Jewelers
• Dance Troupes (Bollywood, Bhangra and Fusion)
• And many others…
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The Montreal Shaadi Show will
provide the attendees with an
opportunity to meet various
suppliers all under one roof, and
hopefully make their wedding
services decisions easier and
simplified.In addition, attendees
can take advantage of the free
parking at the venue, free food
sampling from the caterers, and
win some fantastic prizes!
The show opens at 11 am and
goes on until 7 pm. Tickets are
only $5, and there will also be 2
Fashion Shows: one at 2 PM
and one at 5 PM. In addition,
there will be live
performances from the
Dance Troupes and some
surprises (you’ll have to
attend to find out what they
are).
For the exhibiting vendors,
this show gives them an
opportunity to reach out to the
growing South Asian
community, and to have them
showcase their products and
services. This is a great and
unique opportunity for the
vendor to be in a milieu which
will allow them to:
• increase the visibility of their
company’s products and
services.
• establish leads by meeting
face-to-face with
prospective brides and
grooms, many of them still
looking for various suppliers or who are just
beginning the process of shopping for ALL of their wedding
needs.
• build relationships with other potential customers, and for
other non-wedding related events (i.e. Engagements,
Birthdays, Cultural Programs and Functions, etc…)
• increase their sales,
• and network with other businesses.
The organizers of the Montreal Shaadi Show understand
that the onus is on them to put on a great sh0w for the
attendees and the vendor partners. In addition, the
response to the show has given the organizers the
confidence to move forward on other plans and ideas.We
ask all of you to please come out and support our vendor

partners who are showcasing their products and services,
because without them, there would be no show to put
on.Please come join us and be a part of Montreal’s First
Ever South Asian Wedding Show.

Regards:
The Montreal Shaadi Show Team
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ICO International Women's Day
We would like the opportunity to thank Mr. Naseer
Mehdi Khan the President and all the Board members of
the India Canada Organization on the success of the
First International Women’s Day celebration by India
Canada Organization (ICO). The agenda for this event
was to celebrate the achievements of women while
remaining vigilant and tenacious for further sustainable
change and gaining global momentum for championing
women's equality.

Councillor representing Park Extension and member of
executive committee city of Montreal, who delivered
speech on violence against women along with MP
Lysane Blanchette-Lamothe (Pierrefonds-Dollard).
Also present was Daniela Chivu, Mr Subash Khanna,
Mr. Kehar Singh, Prof. Bhandari, Mr. C. B.
Singh, Mr.Suleman Bhimani, Mr.Hayee Bokhari,
Mr.Zaki Syed and many community leaders and
prominent members of South Asian Community.

The event was celebrated On Sunday, March 10, 2013
at 5:30pm, with great fervor by The India Canada
Organization (ICO) and the Himalayan Seniors in
Montreal. The event was attended by Mary Deros City

The event was beautifully organized and was a great
success. Red Roses were given to all women by
Mrs.Humera Khan.

ICO recognized Mrs. Shama Chopra, Sadia Sajid, Mrs.
Prem Kanta Sharma, Mrs. Amita Khanna, Dr. Monika
Spolia ,Mrs. Ram Kanta Sharma, Mrs. Bimla Batra and
Ms. Vathany Srikandara for their for their services to the
community.
Mr. Khan thanked the attendees for taking time for
making this event a grand success on a very busy
Shivratri Night. He also concluded that this event like all
previous events he has initiated such as celebration of
Eid at parliament hill, Blood Donation Camps in
collaboration with Hema Quebec, celebration of Eid and
Dewali at city hall, Shaheed Bhagat Singh day, will
became an annual event by India Canada Organization.
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Salman Khan starrer Mental worth a whooping
sum of Rs. 130 crore?

Upcoming Movies

Salman Khan’s films have always garnered a lot of
attention right from the time it is announced. Latest buzz
is that the makers of the superstars next release titled
‘Mental’ have quoted an astronomical price of Rs. 130
crore for all India theatrical rights. The film is directed by

Aatma
March 22, 2013
Suparn Verma
Bipasha Basu, Nawazuddin
Siddiqui, Shernaz Patel

Zindagi 50-50
March 22,2013
Riya Sen, Veena Malik, Rajpal Yadav,
Rajan Verma

Himmatwala
March 29,2013
Ajay Devgn, Tamannaah Bhatia,
Paresh Rawal

the actors brother Sohail Khan. The first schedule of the
film has already begun in Dubai.If reports are to be
believed, Sohail is being poured in with offers upto Rs.
90 crore but the filmmaker is not ready to compromise
one bit, considering Salman’s current dream run at the
box office.With ‘Wanted’ in 2009, Salman Khan hit the
purple patch. Since then, the ‘Dabangg’ actor has had a
string of blockbusters. The superstars last five films
have alone ensured high box office collections.We hope
this record of Salman, prompts someone to give in to
Sohail’s demands of Rs. 130 crore for the
film.Meanwhile, in an online survey conducted by
Kwaab.com, Salman Khan has emerged as the mostwanted celebrity in India, topping the male category.
The study was based on half a million catalogued
images among 50,000-plus users.

Movie Review
Anand Kumar’s directorial project ‘Zila Ghaziabad’
opens with a sequence in which a train is being
successfully robbed by a gang of robbers led by
Mahendra Fauji (Arshad Warsi). And if you have seen

Drama Review
Kaash Aisa Ho
Timing: Sunday, 08:00 pm
Channel: ARY Digital
Kaash Aisa Ho is a new drama serial written
by Maha Malik and directed by Sohail Javed
with cast including Saba Qamar, Mohib
Mirza, Shahood Alvi, Zainab Qayyum (ZQ),
Jugun Kazim, Tahira Imam, Ali Sikander,
Jahanzeb Gurchani, Sana Askari, Syeda
Yasra Rizvi and Others.A story of a young
man obsessed with perfection, even when his
perfect love is right in-font of him. It is
because of this obsession, that he neglects his
loving wife and remarries for money and
beauty, leaving his wife alone and

Hrithik Roshan and Katrina Kaif will not kiss in
‘Bang Bang’
It was earlier reported that Katrina and Hrithik Roshan
will yet again share a steamy kiss in their upcoming film
‘Bang Bang’. However, reports now state that the stars
will not exchange a smooch. As per a source, the
smooch was part of the script and both Hrithik and
Katrina had come to an agreement about the same,
however suddenly Katrina changed her mind and now

the `Dabangg` series, it won’t take you long to realise
that the ‘victory’ title song that follows the loot scene, is
closely inspired by Salman Khan’s money-raking film.
But not just the song, you have ‘Zila Ghaziabad’ painted
in the shades of ‘Dabangg’ series in every possible way.
So here you have ample gravity-defying action stunts, a
hulky and bulky policeman to set things straight, a
romance element thrown in, raunchy item numbers for
cheap thrills, lots of blood bath and you can keep adding
other possible paraphernalia.

heartbroken to raise a child all by herself
after their separation.At first glance,it
seemed like the same old story in which the
male lead is seen cheating on the female lead
but the story turned out to be different.
Saba Qamar
plays the role of Irfa who is a simple and
sensible girl and her life revolves around
only one person;her cousin Shayan. She is an
orphan who lives with her Khala and her son
Shayan.

In The Cimena
Cineplex Montreal
insists that she will not be doing a kissing scene with
him.Buzz is that Kats sudden change of mind is
because of her ex beauSalman Khan. Apparently
Salman was upset about Kats-SRK kissing scene in
Jab Tak hai Jaan. Not that she kissed his rival but the
fact that kats hid it from Salman was what pissed him
off.Now Kats wants to stay in the good books of Salman
Khan and so she decided to withdraw her
agreement.Says an insider, “Salman would not have
cared about her kissing scenes with SRK in JTHJ but
the fact that she went to great lengths to keep it hidden
from him, pissed him off. She ensured that even the
common business manager did not find out about the
smooches, in case it was communicated back to
Salman.Not surprisingly Salman was irritated with this
‘deception’ and hasn’t spoken to her since. Even though
she has tried to give explanations.”Katrina says coldly,
“There’s been no talk about a kiss in Bang Bang. It’s not
true.” However when quizzed if she would do a kissing
scene in any other film stories.
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21 AND OVER
Thu, Fri, Sat:
2:00, 5:15, 8:30

FLIGHT OF THE BUTTERFLIES
Thu, Fri, Sat:
1:15, 3:50, 9:45

JACK THE GIANT SLAYER
Thu, Fri, Sat:
1:15, 4:15, 7:15

DEAD MAN DOWN
Thu, Fri, Sat:
1:55, 4:35, 7:20

Mohib Mirza
plays the role of Shayan who is shown as a
care free painter with a very casual attitude
towards life. He is obsessed with beauty like
any other artist and that is why he rejects his
cousin Irfa.
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love life on the show.And despite several of his fellow X
Factor stars, including Rylan Clark, Jaymi Hensley,
Lucy Spraggan and Jade Ellis openly admitting they
were gay, Chris kept his sexual preferences
quiet.Revealing why, he said: "Honestly, I’ve never
denied it or anything like that."It’s just that with the show
it was always an inappropriate time or people just asked
inappropriate questions."He also told how his time on
the X Factor, and taking part in the show's subsequent
nationwide tour, has put considerable strain on his
relationship.He said: "It’s been tough. I’ve got to admit it
– it’s been really tough. But we are still together."It isn’t
that I’ve changed but the people around me have

Malaika Arora's mood swings costs brand
Malaika Arora Khan is known to be quite humble and
down-to-earth. So when we heard the actress created a
scene at a recent event for a brand she endorses, we
were rather taken aback. The story goes like this. During

the final rehearsal for the performance, a background
dancer stepped on Malaika’s foot. Though it happened
by mistake and the dancer apologised profusely for the
mishap, the actress lost her cool and stormed off stage.
So much so that she even gave the organisers a piece of
her mind with regards to the kind of dancers that were
hired. It was only after much cajoling from the brand that
the actress finally gave in and did the act. Needless to
say, the event was considerably delayed. Moody much,
Malaika?

for Salman Khan. But the chances of that happening
seems to be very low as recently the actor told that he
wanted to have kids and he would be happy if he could
skip the marriage part.After Salman, the celebs who
followed him are Rani Mukherjee, Preity Zinta, John
Abraham, Karan Johar and ending with Bipasha Basu.
Out of all the people mentioned above it seems that
Rani is the most likely person who can get married this
year.

First look of Priyanka Chopra’s item song Babli
Badmaash Hai
Priyanka Chopra’s first item song titled Babli
Badmaash, is a retro-tribute to the 80s. The song is
sung by Sunidhi Chauhan, composed by Anu Malik,
written by Kumaar and choreographed by Ahmed Khan.

Aamir stays in a shady hotel
The perfectionist will sacrifice anything for a Raju
Hirani's film.That the industry folks hold Rajkumar Hirani
in high esteem is common knowledge. That they will go
to any lengths to star in his film is also known.
Remember how Aamir Khan refused to part with the

script of Peekay because he wanted to do it.
Incidentally, Rajkumar Hirani started shooting his next
venture Peekay in a remote village in Rajasthan. The
location was perfect for the shoot so Raju went ahead
with it. But there was one problem. The village didn’t
have a proper hotel to put up stars like Aamir Khan and
Anushka Sharma. All the village had was a run down
version of a hotel. So the production team hesitantly
asked Aamir if they could put him up there as there was
no alternative. Aamir promptly agreed and told them that
he’d do it only for Raju. Anushka too willingly let go of all
comforts for the director. Now that’s power. What say?

Fans don’t want Bipasha Basu to get married in
2013
According to a recent poll conducted by a popular
entertainment website, Bipasha Basu got the least
votes when asked about the celebrity that want to see
married by 2013.Bipasha Basu who is already 34 years
old, is one of 6 other most eligible bachelors of
Bollywood who were in the poll who should get married
as soon as possible. In that poll, Bips got least number
of votes. We think its mostly as there is no person in her
life since she broke up with John. And also the success
she is enjoying huge success post her break up.In the
same poll, most of fans wanted Salman Khan to get
married by 2013. More than half of the total voters voted

Producer Ekta Kapoor spoke about Priyanka’s
association with the film. She said, “Priyanka’s first
association with Balaji had to be special.We went
through numerous tracks before finalising on what we
all felt was a winner.Priyanka has taken it to a new level
and will become synonymous with Babli. However,the
most interesting and attractive feature of the song is the
costume,designed by Manish Malhotra.Its a tribute to
Amitabh Bachchan’s famous bulb outfit from Yaarana
(1981),with a modern twist.Its made of leather and
rubber (reminiscence of Zeenat Amans slinky gowns )
and has LED lights fitted to it,which accentuate
Priyankas sexy curves”.Shootout At Wadala’s official
handle tweeted a picture of the actress and
wrote:“She’s ELECTRIC as #BadmaashBabli! Check
out @priyankachopra’s EXCLUSIVE look in
#ShootoutatWadala!”Her costume, designed by Manish
Malhotra, is similar to the bulb outfit worn by megastar
Amitabh Bachchan in Yaraana.Priyanka says, “I had a
blast shooting for it. I love the track and I am excited to
work with Ekta, Sanjay, Ahmed, Anu Sir and the rest of
the team”.

changed. It’s hard to deal with."Chris also appeared to
suggest that his partner may have found it difficult
spending long periods of time apart from him as he took
part in the show and tour.Asked if he thought he would
stay together with his boyfriend, he said: "We’ve been
together for three years"The tour and everything else is
only to make a better life for us."I’ve tried to say that to
my partner – I’m not just doing this for me. I was always
unhappy when I was doing my call centre job, just sitting
at my desk."And asked if he regretted not speaking
about his other half on the singing talent show, Chris
said: "I didn’t speak about my love life because I didn’t
want my partner to be dragged through this."It wasn’t to
gain votes or anything like that."Chris came third on the
show last December, losing out to runner-up Jahmene
Douglas and eventual winner James Arthur.After being
voted off he reportedly stormed out and refused to
perform with all the other contestants in the grand
finale.Now Chris, who suffered considerable Twitter
abuse and even death threats during the show, says
that he did suffer a breakdown at the end of the
series.Quizzed on whether he had struggled to cope
after being booted off the show on the penultimate night,
he revealed: "Yes, I had a breakdown."I went home the
Monday after the show finished and a psychologist
came to see me."I wasn’t struggling because I was a
sore loser, but because of all I’d had to endure. It was
hard to keep a grasp of reality."

Christopher Maloney: I'm gay
CHRISTOPHER Maloney has finally opened up about
his sexuality - admitting he is gay.Asked straight out if he
was homosexual, the X Factor runner-up said: "Do you
know what, I’m going to admit it – yeah."And he
sensationally told Now magazine that he has been in a
relationship with his current boyfriend, who he has
chosen not to name, for the past three years.Former
cruise ship crooner, Chris, 35, never spoke about his
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International Women's Day (IWD), originally called
International Working Women's Day, is marked on
March 8 every year. In different regions the focus of the
celebrations ranges from general celebration of respect,
appreciation and love towards women to a celebration
for women's economic, political and social

achievements. Started as a Socialist political event, the
holiday blended in the culture of many countries,
primarily Eastern Europe, Russia, and the former Soviet
bloc. In some regions, the day lost its political flavor, and
became simply an occasion for men to express their love
for women in a way somewhat similar to a mixture of
Mother's Dayand Valentine's Day. In other regions,
however, the political and human rights theme
designated by the United Nations runs strong, and
political and social awareness of the struggles of women
worldwide are brought out and examined in a hopeful
manner.
Background
Much progress has been made to protect and promote
women’s rights in recent times. However, nowhere in the
world can women claim to have all the same rights and
opportunities as men, according to the UN. The majority
of the world's 1.3 billion absolute poor are women. On
average, women receive between 30 and 40 percent
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International Women's Day (IWD)

less pay than men earn for the same work. Women also
continue to be victims of violence, with rape and
domestic violence listed as significant causes of
disability and death among women worldwide.
The first International Women’s Day occurred on March
19 in 1911. The inaugural event, which included rallies
and organized meetings, was a big success in countries
such as Austria, Denmark, Germany and Switzerland.
The March 19 date was chosen because it
commemorated the day that the Prussian king promised
to introduce votes for women in 1848. The promise gave
hope for equality but it was a promise that he failed to
keep. The International Women’s Day date was moved
to March 8 in 1913.
The UN drew global attention to women's concerns in
1975 by calling for an International Women's Year. It also
convened the first conference on women in Mexico City
that year. The UN General Assembly then invited
member states to proclaim March 8 as the UN Day for
Women's Rights and International Peace in 1977. The
day aimed to help nations worldwide eliminate
discrimination against women. It also focused on helping
women gain full and equal participation in global
development.
International Men’s Day is also
celebrated on November 19 each year.'Woman'- is a
word that conjures up a lot of images in our minds and
brings out varied emotions as selfless love, nurturing
and caring attitude. Who is a woman? The dictionary
meaning of a woman is adult female human but this
definition cannot do justice to the role of woman. A
woman is much more than these words. Read on to find
more about the significance of Women’s Day
celebration.
Understanding a Woman
“A woman is a full circle. Within her is the power to
create, nurture and transform.” Understanding a woman
is a mystery and it needs lots of perseverance and
knowledge. A woman is the epitome of love, sacrifice,
care and ability to nurture life.The quality of a woman can
be understood with these thoughts “If a woman has to

choose between catching a fly ball and saving an infant’s
life, she will choose to save the infant’s life without even
considering there are men at the base.” Such is the
power of a woman.The ability to nurture life makes
woman the most powerful and strongest being. She can

play different roles with ease be it that of a dutiful wife,
obedient daughter, caring mother or adoring sister.
Symbols
The International Women’s Day logo is in purple and
white and features the symbol of Venus, which is also the
symbol of being female. The faces of women of all
backgrounds, ages, and nations are also seen in various
promotions, such as posters, postcards and information
booklets, on International Women’s Day.Various
messages and slogans that promote the day are also
publicized during this time of the year.
Women’s Day Celebrations
Many countries have declared 8th March as official
holiday and some countries have declared it as holiday
for women. Men show love and respect to the women in
their lives on this day. Thousands of events are held all
over the world on Women’s Day. It is a day to inspire
women and promote the cause of social equality. In
Asian countries women’s organizations, NGO’s take
part in women’s Day celebration by staging plays,
organizing seminars, giving awards to women
achievers.
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ARE U OLD ENOUGH??
The following is just food for thought. As per North
American standards the following implies to kids who
are born and raised in the western world. This chart
explains your rights - and responsibilities - at different
stages of your life!

At 7 years old
You might have to pay for your mistakes by having
Time outs
At 12 years old
You can be arrested by the police.
You can have a license for a firearm.
At 13 years old
You can be directly targeted by advertising.
You can consult a doctor without your parents'
permission.
You can get a prescription for birth control without
your parents' permission.

Ask Professional
Zubair from Laval asks
What is GST/HST refund and who is eligble for
that.
1-You are eligible for this credit if, you are a resident
of Canada for income tax purposes in the month
prior to and at the beginning of the month in which
the GST/HST credit is issued and at least one of the
following applies:
Before the month in which we make a quarterly
payment, you

« Are 19 years of age or older;
« Have (or previously had) a spouse or common-law
partner; or

« Are (or previously were) a parent and

live (or previously lived) with your child. If
you will turn 19 before April 1, 2013, you
can apply for this credit on your 2011 tax
return.
2. How do I apply for the GST/HST credit?
To receive the GST/HST credit, you have to apply for it,
even if you received it last year. To apply, you have to file
an income tax and benefit return for 2011, even if you
have no income to report.
On page 1 of your return, check the "Yes" box in the
GST/HST credit application area and enter your marital
status in the Identification area. If you have a spouse or

You can have an abortion without your parents'
permission.
At 14 years old
You can spend money that your earn from working.
You can sign an organ donor card.
You can get a license to drive a scooter.
You can work without your parents' permission.
You can get a traffic ticket and pay the fine.
At 16 years old
You can decide to quit school.
If your parents agree, you can get married.
You can get your driver's license.
If your parents agree, you can enlist in the Canadian
Army Reserve.
You can be emancipated from your parents and ask
to no longer live with them.
You can join a labor union.

You can vote and run for elected office.
You can buy cigarettes.
You can go to bars.
You can buy alcohol.
You can donate blood.
You can be called for jury duty.
You can make a will.
You can go to a casino or play the lottery.
You can receive welfare.
The law does not cover everything.
For example, there is no specific legal age for doing
these things:
Renting your own apartment
Getting a piercing or a tattoo
Babysitting
Opening a bank account
Being on the board of directors of a youth non-profit.
At 18 Years:
You are an adult in the eyes of the law.

common-law partner, be sure to complete the
information

concerning your spouse or common-law
partner in the Identification area on page 1 of
your return. Include his or her net income, even if it is
zero. Enter his or her social insurance number if it is not
on your personal label or if you are not attaching a label.
Without this information, your application may be
delayed. Only one of you can apply for the credit. No
matter which one of you applies, the credit will be the
same.
3. What if I didn't apply for the GST/HST credit when I
filed my 2010 income tax return? Is it too late to
apply now?
No. You can simply complete and send Form T1-ADJ,
T1 Adjustment Request, or write a
letter, to your tax centre stating you would like to apply
for the GST/HST credit.
Please include your social insurance number and, if
applicable, your spouse's or
common-law partner's social insurance number and net
income, even if it is zero. You
can also call the Individual income tax enquiries line to
ask for an adjustment to
your income tax return. You will receive a Notice of
Reassessment in about eight
weeks. Soon after, you will receive separately a
GST/HST credit notice of
determination and payment (if applicable).
4. I will be turning 19 years of age before April 1,
2013. Do I qualify for any GST/HST credit payments
based on the 2011 income tax return?
Yes. To receive the GST/HST credit, you have to be 19
years of age (unless you are a parent or married or living

common-law). You should apply for the credit on your
2011 return. That way, you can receive it starting with the
first payment after the month of your 19th birthday. For
example, if you turn 19 in July, August, or September
2012, you are eligible for the GST/HST credit starting in
October 2012, as it is the first payment date after the
month of your 19th birthday. Similarly, if you turn 19 in
October, November, or December 2012, you will be
eligible for the credit beginning in January 2013.

Siddique Katiya, the name
does not require any further
introduction, one of the most
valuable professional and
community worker in South
Asian community with years
of experience in civil service.
community organizations
and cultural issues. He has
always been there for the
community when community
needs him. Professional
background in Accounting
and Taxation laws with comprehensive knowledge of
federal, provincial and city compliance and legal
matters , and when it comes to religion his knowledge
surpass most scholars, he has always been a true
guide for the community.
Syncmag is happy to announce that he agreed to our
request to answer questions from the community,
readers are welcome to ask any question, he will
answer them in this section. You can send your
questions to:
asksprofessional@syncmag.ca
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Obesity-Reason for 70% diseases
Obesity is a growing global health problem. Obesity is
when someone is so overweight that it is a threat to their
health.Obesity typically results from over-eating
(especially an unhealthy diet) and lack of enough

The local environment and obesity
How people live, what factors make them active or
sedentary are also a factor. For exapmle,
Ÿ “Research, mainly in high income countries,
indicates that local urban planning and design can
influence weight in several ways.”
Ÿ For example, levels of physical activity are affected
by
Ÿ Connected streets and the ability to walk from place
to place
Ÿ Provision of and access to local public facilities and
spaces for recreation and play.The increasing
reliance on cars leads to physical inactivity, and
while a long-time problem in rich countries, is a
growing problem in developing countries.

Wedding Wellness: The Secrets of Clear Skin

exercise.In our modern world with increasingly cheap,
high calorie food (example, fast food — or “junk food”),
prepared foods that are high in things like salt, sugars or
fat, combined with our increasingly sedentary lifestyles,
increasing urbanization and changing modes of
transportation, it is no wonder that obesity has rapidly
increased in the last few decades, around the world.
Award-winning journalist Michael Pollan argues in an
interview that not only is what you eat important, but
how you eat, as well
Health Impacts
With obesity comes increasing risks of
Ÿ Cardiovascular disease (mainly heart disease and
stroke) — already the world's number one cause of
death, killing 17 million people each year.
Ÿ Diabetes (type 2) — which has rapidly become a
global epidemic.
Ÿ Musculoskeletal disorders — especially
osteoarthritis.
Ÿ Some cancers (endometrial, breast, and colon).
In addition, childhood obesity is associated with a
higher chance of premature death and disability in
adulthood.
The WHO adds, “What is not widely known is that the
risk of health problems starts when someone is only
very slightly overweight, and that the likelihood of
problems increases as someone becomes more and
more overweight. Many of these conditions cause longterm suffering for individuals and families. In addition,
the costs for the health care system can be extremely
high.”
In Europe, for example, the 'WHOs European regional
body says that “obesity is already responsible for 2-8%
of health costs and 10-13% of deaths in different parts of
the Region.”
Various Causes Of Obesity
Taking a more global view, the prestigious British
Medical Journal (BMJ) looks at various attempts to
tackle obesity and notes that obesity is caused by a
complex and multitude of inter-related causes, “fuelled
by economic and psychosocial factors as well as
increased availability of energy dense food and reduced
physical activity.”
The authors broke down the causes into the following
areas:
Food systems causes of obesity
Ÿ The main problem has been the increased
availability of high energy food, because of:
Ÿ Liberalized international food markets
Ÿ Food subsidies that “have arguably distorted the
food supply in favour of less healthy foodstuffs”
Ÿ “Transnational food companies [that] have flooded
the global market with cheap to produce, energy
dense, nutrient empty foods”
Ÿ “Supermarkets and food service chains [that are]
encouraging bulk purchases, convenience foods,
and supersized portions”
Ÿ Healthy eating often being more expensive than less
healthy options, (despite global food prices having
dropped on average).
Ÿ Marketing, especially “food advertising through
television [which] aims to persuade
individuals—particularly children—that they desire
foods high in saturated fats, sugars, and salt.”
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leave them on approximately 20 minutes. The cold
reduces puffiness and the cucumber is hydrating. Once
skin is dry, apply a hydrating serum underneath your
moisturizer.
Chilly skin secret
Rub an ice cube all over your face before applying
makeup. Really! It stimulates blood flow, which helps
promote collagen production and makes the skin
appear plump. Then, while the surface is still damp,
lightly pat moisturizer onto the skin.

Special diet for the bride’s Fitness
The diets random LOSS is wrong a lot, first you must
have measurements of fat and protein percentages and
muscle mass and percentage of body water stored
before embarking on any treatment regimen, which

Clear skin starts with a clear mind
The brain and epidermis are connected, so stress and
anxiety can show up on your face. The skin has tons of
nerve endings and as emotions are played out
neurologically, it can cause mayhem. Do whatever you

can to reduce stress—maintaining a regular fitness
routine can help.
Get more zzz’s
Many brides forget the importance of getting about eight
hours of sleep a night. Counting sheep is crucial for the
recovery process for your skin, as the skin naturally
repairs itself when the body is asleep. A turn out “beauty
rest” isn’t just a saying.
Eat well
Improper diets can lead to inflammation of the skin. A
healthy diet and great skin are closely linked. Aim for
incorporating more deeply colored fruits and
vegetables, which have the highest concentrations of
antioxidants.
Big day bummers
Acne Prescription-strength benzoyl peroxide is fast
acting and effective, perfect for spot-treating. Ask your
doctor to write you a prescription if you're prone to
breakouts, so you have it on hand.

Redness
To quickly reduce inflammation, make a cornmeal and
strawberry mask. (Just make sure you’ve tried it at least
once before your wedding day!) Combine 1/3 cup of
cornmeal, 5 strawberries (washed and mashed), 1 egg
white, 1 teaspoon of New Zealand manuka honey, and
½ teaspoon of lemon juice into a paste. Apply to clean
skin and leave on for 10 minutes. Rinse it off and follow
with a hydrating cream.
Eye woes
For tired eyes, put cucumber slices over both eyes, and

must follow the appropriate system to reduce the
abnormal ratios.Obesity and grease concentration
problem in many of the women before the marriage,
providing the girl to follow several diets so severe
decrease in weight to look graceful and apparently
strong consistent.Therefore, it must be a primary focus
on eating fruits and vegetables in a large amount,
because they contain a large amount of vitamins and
minerals, which help in the freshness of the skin.There
is no doubt that there is need to stay away from starches
of various kinds and sugar with caution, which can be
replaced with alternatives to sugar.As for the doctors
proteins emphasizes the need to eat more fish are
large, they are rich in phosphorus and very useful, and
in turn reduce the meat is full of fat.The following is a diet
for three weeks fit for the bride before marriage, as it
should initiate a program to lose weight before marriage
at least one month and to stop the practice of diet to
reduce weight before the wedding a week so as not to
overwork the skin.All that the bride should do is to follow
the system of weight control.And must exercise daily
and walk for an hour (after lunch two hours).It can work
session’s devices topical. They help to further reduce
weight and fat concentrated in a certain area.Must take
abdomen and buttocks exercises every day for half an
hour.
As for the diet is as follows:
Breakfast:
Ÿ Glass of orange juice.
Ÿ Hard-boiled egg.
Ÿ A quarter loaf of my live.
Ÿ A piece of cheese, 50 grams of Quraish.
Between breakfast and lunch:
Ÿ Half a cup of skim milk.
Lunch:
Ÿ A large dish soup skimmed.
Ÿ Average green salad.
Ÿ Vegetable dish with minced meat.
Ÿ Or 4 tablespoons of cooked vegetables.
Ÿ De-fat piece of meat.
Ÿ Or half a roasted pullet.
Ÿ Or 3 pieces of grilled liver.
Ÿ Or 4 bluegill fish grilled.
Between lunch and dinner:
Ÿ Fruit.
Ÿ Or a glass of orange juice.
Dinner:
Ÿ A cup of skim milk.
Ÿ Cup of yogurt or skim the face.
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Canada eliminated from World Baseball Classic
after giving up late lead against U.S.A.

PHOENIX — Canada slipped on the edge of history,
giving up a late lead and falling 9-4 to the United States
on Sunday in a must-win game that eliminated the team
from the World Baseball Classic.Down 3-2 in the eighth
inning, Adam Jones hit a two-run double off reliever Jim
Henderson to give the U.S. its first lead of the game
before Shane Victorino scored Jones on a single for a 53 lead.

Bangladesh's Rahim makes history with double
ton
GALLE: Mushfiqur Rahim on Monday became the first
Bangladesh batsman to score a Test double-century,
achieving the feat in the opening match against Sri
Lanka in Galle.The 24-year-old skipper, who also keeps
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everywhere in the world,” she added.he said she was
very excited about the event beginning on Monday
(today). “This is good that there is an event for us girls
and that too approved from the Women’s International
Squash Players’ Association (Wispa). Such events
really help us to better our game and score points,”
Aroma said.Samar Anjum, one of the top players of the
country from Lahore, said all players always get proper
security in squash events held in Karachi. “This is an
amazing city but it is sad to see its deteriorating law and
order situation,” she added.Samar said she was very
happy that they had got an opportunity to play in a
Wispa event. “I appreciate the organisers of this event,”
she said.Riffat Khan, another Lahore-based player,
said it was really fun to be in Karachi. “I very much like
Karachi, we players quite enjoy being here. I told my
family that I could not miss this event,” she added.Riffat,
who recently participated in Asian Team Championship
in Korea, further said that through Wispa events they
got good exposure, “so we should have more and more
such events here in Pakistan because foreign players
have edge on us due to playing Wispa events. I request
foreign players to come to Pakistan since we do go to
their countries,” she added.The satellite event for girls
with prize money of $2,000 is to be held at Defence
Authority Creek Club. The qualifying rounds will be
played on Monday and the main round matches from
March 12-15.Sindh Squash Association (SSA) has
received 23 entries for the event. Zoya Khalid of ZTBL is
the top seed with Wispa ranking of 196, while Sindh’s
Zahab Kamal Khan and Anum Aziz are second and third
seed, respectively, with same Wispa ranking of 196.

Indian boxer to be quizzed over drugs
NEW DELHI: Indian police said Sunday it will question
Olympic bronze-medallist boxer Vijender Singh over
alleged links to a man who was arrested after heroin
worth $24 million was seized from his house.

4-3 in their opening match of the tournament.

BNP Paribas Open: Andy Murray not concerned
by slow start in second round
Andy Murray played down his slow start to his Indian
Wells campaign after his erratic 5-7 6-2 6-2 victory over
Evgeny Donskoy.
The Scot had failed to win a match in the BNP Paribas
Open in each of the last two years, and he looked in

danger of making another early exit when he won only
one of the first six games.But he shrugged off the rust to
breeze through the next two sets, and he insisted he
was never worried by his predicament in his first
competitive outing for six weeks."I wasn't so concerned
with the whole of the first set or the start of the match,"
he said on Sky Sports 4."I went 5-1 down and after that I
played pretty well. I had four or five break points at 5-5,
didn't quite get them and he came out with some big
shots."And the game where I got broken at 6-5, I maybe
played one bad point. But he did come up with some big
shots and big forehand winners so I was happy with the
way I played after that, I created a lot of chances."I
haven't played a lot of matches so I didn't take the points
as soon as I would have liked, but I hit the ball well at the
end of the match."I hope I play better at each match. I
haven't played well here the last few years and I just
need to get matches under my belt."

Manchester United's Rio Ferdinand may face FA
action after Fernando Torres clash
wickets, reached the landmark in the second over after
lunch on the fourth day when he pushed seamer Nuwan
Kulasekara for a single to the covers.Rahim was legbefore to Kulasekara two balls later, but his 200 helped
Bangladesh reach 550-6 in their first innings in reply to
Sri Lanka's 570-4 declared.He hit 22 boundaries and a
six during his 321-ball innings.Former captain
Mohammad Ashraful fell for 190 in the morning session
after adding a record 267 for the fifth wicket with Rahim,
the highest stand by Bangladesh for any wicket in
Tests.Rahim, who made his Test debut aged 16 against
England at Lord's in 2005, has so far scored 1,787 runs
in 31 Tests with two hundreds and nine half-centuries.
The current Test is Bangladesh's 76th since their entry
in 2000.

Female squash players say they feel secure in
Karachi
KARACHI: Female players who have come to take part
in a satellite squash event in Karachi have said they like
Karachi and are satisfied with the security they have

Police said the arrested man had named Vijender and
fellow boxer Ram Singh, both unrelated, as his “clients”.
“It is crucial for us to question Vijender Singh because
the peddler has named the boxer as his client. Even
Vijender’s friend, Ram Singh has told us that they were
both using heroin,” senior officer HS Mann told AFP.
Police seized 26 kilograms (57 pounds) of heroin worth
1.3 billion rupees ($24 million) from the alleged peddler
in the northern state of Punjab. He was arrested along
with five others, including an Indian man based in
Canada. Mann, who heads the investigation, said
Vijender will be summoned next week. The star boxer
has strongly denied links with the alleged peddler,
slamming the “ridiculous charges” against him.

Pakistan lose 6-0 to Australia
IPOH: World Champions Australia defeated Pakistan 60 during their match at the Azlan Shah Tournament

been provided withTalking to ‘The News’, Aroma
Kamran from Punjab said she has played many squash
tournaments in Karachi and she loves this city. “My
family was a bit concerned about the current law and
order situation of the city, but you know it is the same

underway in Malaysia.Australia dominated the match
from the beginning, scoring four goals in the first half.
The Aussies continued their dominance after halftime
and scored two goals.Pakistan defeated New Zealand

Manchester United defender Rio Ferdinand may face
FA action after being involved in an altercation with
Chelsea striker Fernando Torres during Sunday's FA
Cup quarter-final.Ferdinand appeared to trip the
Spaniard before pushing him in the back in the 86th
minute of the clash at Old Trafford.The FA will look again
at the footage before deciding what action, if any, to take
but Chelsea manager Rafa Benitez refused to be drawn
on the incident."I haven't seen the replay - you can see
the replay," he said when asked for his response. "You

have an advantage and can do it now."Benitez also
confirmed he had spoken to Torres about the matter but
would not go into any details."I don't talk about things
that happen on the pitch," he added.Benitez himself
was involved in a spat with his opposite number Sir Alex
Ferguson, who appeared to snub the Chelsea boss's
handshake before the game, while the pair also failed to
shake hands at the final whistle.As for the game itself,
Ferdinand was frustrated United let their opponents
back into the game after holding a 2-0 advantage.Two
goals in the opening 11 minutes from Javier Hernandez
and Wayne Rooney put the home side in control but a
stunning Eden Hazard strike in the second half was
followed up by a well-taken Ramires goal as Chelsea
earned a replay a Stamford Bridge."We gave them the
impetus to claw their way back into the game. We
played some great football at times but were so careless
at times," said Ferdinand."If you are careless you are
going to get punished.
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